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OSI® TRIMTeQ™
TeQ Fasteners™
PVC Trim Screws & Plugs

DESCRIPTION:
OSI® TRIMTeQ™ TEQ Fasteners™ Screws & Plugs is specifically designed to fasten cellular pvc trim
to the home. It features the Cortex™ concealed fastening system that is virtually invisible providing the
professional finish that homeowners expect. TRIMTeQ™ fasteners offer the highest level of connection
strength while also creating a consistently cored hole for the plug connection. The setting tool is
engineered to ensure that the fasteners are set to the correct depth every time and attaches easily to
the most popular drills. Each Universal PVC plug has been engineered to ensure ultimate long term
performance against outdoor elements and will maintain long term durability under any conditions.

RECOMMENDED FOR:
Designed to fasten cellular PVC trim to the home & fill holes

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Feature

Item #

Package

1464016

Box

Contents
2 = Setting Tools
150 = 2 ¾” screws
200 = PVC Plugs

Benefits

Features the Cortex™ Concealed Fastening
System………………………………………….

Virtually Invisible installation

Fast and Easy…………………………………

No more caulking, sanding or painting

Strong Connection….………………………….

Cortex™ Fasteners offer higher withdrawal
values than nails

Paintable…………………………..……………

Invisible installation

Setting Tool………………………..………..….

Engineered to ensure fasteners are set to
the correct depth

Universal PVC Plugs…………………………..

Manufactured out of PVC trim and provides
long term durability

COVERAGE:
The contents of one box will cover the installation of 100 linear feat of PVC trimboard.
Box Contents:
Setting Tools = 2

2 ¾” Screws = 150 pieces
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PVC Plugs = 200
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INSTALLATION:
Installation Instructions:
1. Using a high voltage impact driver with the setting tool, drive the fastener to the preset level below the trim surface. The fastener
must be driven perpendicular to the surface.
2. Place the plug into the hole with the trim surface side up and gently tap until it is flush with the trim. The cored hole must be free of
debris or moisture
Tip: Ensure that the head of the fastener is flat with the trim surface to eliminate potential marring.
Important Information:
1. Under some conditions, you may see a subtle indication that there is a doweled plug in the trim. It is recommended that you test the
Cortex™ system on a few trim boards to ensure you approve of the final look.
2. To remove a fastener set below the trim surface, replace the setting tool in your impact driver with a #1 square drive bit, allowing full
access to the seated fastener.
Weathering:
TeQ Fasteners™ PVC Plugs are made of cellular PVC trimboard and will weather to a similar shade. The weathering process may take a few
weeks or months depending on the specific board and the intensity of sunlight.
General Fastening Pattern Guidelines:
Use two fasteners at every framing member at 16” on center or less. Use three fasteners if the board is wider than 8”.

DISCLAIMER:
The information and recommendations contained herein are based on our research and are believed to be accurate, but no warranty, express
or implied, is made or should be inferred. Purchasers should test the products to determine acceptable quality and suitability for their own
intended use. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to imply the nonexistence of any relevant patents or to constitute a permission,
inducement or recommendation to practice any invention covered by any patent, without authority from the owner of the patent.
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